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5Hz Aeronautical GPS Module

Top-Notch Performance

Memorize the scenery seen by your eyes during your ride experiences with top-notch technology. Combination of 14MP CMOS, 
powerful chipset, and aeronautical GPS unit, allow you to document your journey in video form and let you ride with confidence, 
security, and memory.

6-Element Glass Lens

IPX6 Certified Water Resistance

Wi-Fi Connectivity

3D-Axel Anti-shake Gyroscope

LED Fill-in Light

14MP CMOS Sensor



Video image quality depends on 3 elements: lens, sensor, and 
chipset. DOD Tech combines these three at their very best, 
providing realistic, fine image for your eyes.

DOD Tech adopts full glass lens in every model to 
prevent image distortion and low durability in tradition-
al FRP lens. Through multi-layer filtering technology, 
images are vivid and natural as seen from your eyes 
without any deformation and dark edges.

6-Element Glass Lens
Crystal Clear and Natural Images

Image quality has always been the main concept DOD 
Tech is after, HUMMER equipped with 14 mega-pixel 
CMOS sensor allow recording videos in higher 
resolution, better details, and more refined form. 

Merge Technology at Its Best

14 MP CMOS
Refined Image Quality

The new generation A8+ chipset from DOD Tech is 
capable of faster processing speed, more powerful 
performance, to combine images captures by the 
6-element glass lens and 14MP CMOS sensor, and 
result in defined video files of your wonderful journey.

Upgraded Processing Chipset
Efficiency Enhancement



1/4 inch drive ball-joint clamp perfectly engages with Hummer bottom stand. 
Mount clamp is durable and secured via screw, easy to mount on various 
models and types of motorcycles. Set-and-forget, enjoy your journey.

Durability-Thought-through designed construction with metallic material internal-
ly, durable and tough enough to ride with your adventures.

Flexibility-Multi-directional design, two ball-joints allows Hummer to be adjusted 
to any position you want, to capture the scenery you like.

Stability-Hummer mount is secured by two hexagonal screws which tighten by 
Allen key included in the package, fasten the clamp tightly on your motorcycle, 
and prevent falling off from accidental road conditions.

Exclusive Hummer Mount 

Ready, Steady, Prepared

Allen Key for
secure installation

Adjustable clamp mount
(Round ：0.875''~1.25")





DOD Tech thoughtfully provides two different power connections, which both are watertight when installed. One uses 
cigarette lighter socket on your cruiser/tourer, the other provides connection directly from the motorcycle’s battery. 
Quick, easy, and protected.

Watertight Power Cords

Waterproof Power Charger Hardwiring Cable



Be Brave, Challenge to Overcome



Gyroscope precisely measures position of moving environment in order to calculate 
required adjustments to eliminate shake caused by road conditions. Hummer is capable 
of recording steadily even when you are riding an adventurous journey.

Advanced Anti-Shake Technology –
Stabilized images with embedded gyroscope

Anti-Shake Effect



Be prepared, take adventures beyond limitation



Streamline design not only blend in with the design of your motorcycle, but also 
qualified for IPX6 waterproof to prepare for unexpected weather during the trips.

Linear case design, simple, elegant, waterproof



Quality of your memory: Priceless



Hummer is equipped with 14MP CMOS and capable of 1080p full HD quality, highest 
resolution of 1920X1080 @ 30fps. Record the scenery as vivid as you see.

1080p Full HD Video Quality

6-element glass lens captures field of view at 110°angle, with crispy clear images 
and no distortion or fisheye effects. You see it, Hummer records it.

110°Wide Field of View



Through digital brightness enhancement or reduction, footage of night scenery is as clear as day time 
while you ride after sundown. WDR technology adjust exposure level through digital calculation and help 
you memorize your journey. 

Wide Dynamic Range Technology 

Full range noise reduction eliminates noises caused during night time, resulting in clean, clear images 
without digital noise interferences. Along with the WDR technology, combined to produce better image 
quality.

3D Noise Reduction



Hummer is equipped with 5Hz GPS, faster than others in industry. Positioning 5 
times per second, it is more precise than traditional 1Hz unit used in industry. 
United with Google Maps, you can review your path, know where you have 
been, and never forget your adventures. 

Aeronautical 5Hz GPS –
Locate your position with no delay



Smart APP at your fingertip



Unique Wi-Fi transmitting function with DOD APP, you can set references or 
operate the Hummer via your smartphone. Download your journey videos 
and share with your friends by a few simple touches.

Share your adventure anytime, anywhere

Designed for DOD-Tech cams only, simple and easy to use. Through the 
DOD APP, you can see live-view, change references, or operate the cams 
via your smartphone with straight forward functions. No more hassle from 
multiple menus and complicated interfaces.  

Exclusive DOD APP



DOD APP is designed to be used with ease and convenience. Turn on the Wi-Fi in 
Hummer and open the DOD APP on your smart phone, and the connection is done 
automatically (password required for first time connection.) Touch your smartphone 
screen once to expand the four main functions: record, settings, files, and snapshots.

Automatic Connection

Set camera references through the DOD APP is quick and simple. From video 
resolution, mute to G-Sensor sensitivity and more, it is done in a snap.

Shortcut to setting references



No longer need a card reader. DOD APP can transfer your video file from the memory 
card to your smartphone. Download the files you want with a simple touch.

Transfer files with one simple touch

Simple functions work the best, just one touch to start/stop the recording, and take a 
snapshot in photo mode also work in the same manner.

Start or stop at your fingertip.



Fear the risk?
Not in your adventures



Built-in G-sensor function as a trigger for emergency file lock. Video files are automatically 
locked down and prevent from over-write if G-sensor detects abnormal shaking or excessive 
force of impact to keep important footage for your insurance. 

Automatic File Lock

Memory card has its limitation with high quality video files, and it is inevitable to run out of 
free memory space. The automatic loop recording function will overwrite the non-locked 
files and continues to guard your journey without manual operation.

Loop Recording Function



DOD Exclusive Video Player allows you to view your journey videos and path analysis. All 
information were recorded and display in details.

DOD GPS Player



With DOD Player, you can replay your videos along with travel duration, 
direction, G-force, average velocity, and more. All data shown in DOD 
player program in a simple, clear form for you to review.

Multi-functional Analysis 

DOD GPS Player also combines with Google Map to track the paths of 
your riding experience. Share the route of your journey with other riders at 
ease.



DOD Video Player is able to show vehicle location recorded by 5Hz GPS module any time during 
the video playback, as well as direction of travel and braking G-force information. The accurate 
data enhanced the legitimacy for court or insurance use, in order to protect your rights.

Location, what matters the most

G-Sensor is able to detect excessive force in X, Y, or Z axle caused by vibration, hard braking, or external 
abnormal force of impact. Moreover, video files will be locked down to prevent overwrite function when impact 
is detected.

G-Sensor Force Detection



DOD Video Player will also show travelling speed in the data section, and analysis the highest trap 
speed as well as the average velocity during the trip. The more data is always better.

Data Accuracy

Full path tracking is shown via Google Map for you to review the path you chose in your journey. Through the 
recorded data in Google Map, you can find a better route for next venture, or share your wonderful path with 
friends.

Path Tracking

Max Speed

Average Speed

Total Distance Traveled



Video Resolution

Sensor

Wide Angle Lens

Display

Video Format

Recording Media

Audio

Battery

Power Input

Size

Weight

Temperature

1920 x 1080(30fps), 1280 x 720(30fps), 1280 x 720(60fps) 

848 x 480(30fps), 640 x 480(30fps)

14 Mega pixels CMOS

110°

1.5" TFT LCD

MOV

Micro SDHC/MMC Card (Up to 32G)

Mic and Speaker (Mono) Equipped

3.7V 750mAh Lithium-ion Battery

5V 1.5A

110(L) x 52(W) x 56.5(H)mm

168g 

-20°C ~65°C  






